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Semi-supervised machine learning problem where the algorithm can query an 
oracle to label more data.
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Active Learning

Very expensive, 
current approach

Optimal queries Excursion method

From Lukas' Talk at ACAT 2019

https://indico.cern.ch/event/708041/contributions/3269754/


Excursion

● Statement

The black box function is f ( θ )  → CLs. 

The goal is to find the excursion set  Et ( f ) for a given a threshold t with as few queries 
as possible.

● Method

1. Start with dataset D = { (θi , f (θi )  )  }

2. Train a Gaussian process Y( θ ) ~ N( μα , kα(θ, θ’) ) with hyperparameters α 

conditioned on the dataset D :  Y( θ ) | D

3. Evaluate the acquisition function Ut( θ ) for all θ (cheap) using Y( θ ) | D

4. Select new point  θ* = argmax  Ut( θ )

5. Query the simulator at f ( θ* ) and update dataset D ← D ∪ ( θ*, f(θ*) )
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Excursion 2D



Excursion 

The method is also expanded to cover:

● Batches of points in parallel

● Multiple functions at the same time

● Multiresolution simulators

Excursion is inspired by Bayesian Optimizations but it is significantly more difficult.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/708041/contributions/3269754/


Scalability

GPyTorch has nice features to improve scalability:

● State-of-the-art fast posterior fitting techniques Gardner et al. (2018)

● Flexibility for priors, kernels and exact vs approximate inference

● Kernels specifically designed to improve scalability in regression tasks

● Variational inference for Gaussian Processes too scale up GP regression 

(by using stochastic optimization) Pleiss et al. (2018)

● Native Lazy tensor evaluation (big covariance matrices)

● Multitasking features

● Hyperparameter tuning is easy thanks to autograd

● GPU acceleration

.

https://gpytorch.ai/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11165
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.06058


Application to pMSSM analysis

Mono-H(bb) analysis with 5 parameters 

 mZ’  ,  mDM  , ms  , gq , gDM 

RECAST + excursion  =  efficient reinterpretation campaign 

● We construct a prior for the GPR that encodes 

useful  physical properties of contour plots 

re-interpreting truth level evaluations from previous  

dark Higgs boson analysis.

● Then apply Excursion to query and fine tune with the 

full blown detector simulation.

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2686290


Take away points

● Smart amortized use of expensive simulators for level set estimation.

● Gaussian Process Regression is a Bayesian and non-parametric method, very flexible 

and convergence guarantees.

● Gaussian Process Regression can be difficult to scale to high dimensions and many 

points, GPyTorch helps overcome it.



Thank you!   Questions?



Backup

Hyperparameter evolution as diagnostics



Backup

Types of acquisition functions


